WATCH OUT FOR THESE 10 COMMON MISTAKES

YOUR FENG SHUI CHECKLIST

by Marianne Gordon
Feng Shui with Me
Declutter before applying Feng Shui!

Most of us hold on to things for fear of missing. However, it is necessary to declutter before applying Feng Shui. Otherwise, you will just attract more clutter. Seeing clearly is the first step.
As an example, do not place anything unsafe on top of your bed: like big paintings, a bookshelf or a wobbly armoire next to your bed.

Every piece of decor, especially in your bedroom, should be safe and procure a peaceful feeling.
Never have your back to the door when you sit at your desk. The same applies to your dining seat, your armchairs and sofas.
Poison arrows should be removed

The sharp edge of a glass table, an indoor cactus, a protruding wall shelf that you regularly bang your head on, kitchen knives displayed on the kitchen wall, and so on. Act now. Remove the culprit. Remember: comfort and safety first!
Representations of sad people, lonely people, tortured art, sick-looking folks, deformed faces, scenes of violence and despair should not be part of your art collection. Always ask yourself: What is this painting, this photograph, this sculpture saying to me?

Pictures of single people
Say you absolutely want to find a partner or get wealthy. Make sure you apply Feng Shui in your entire space, not just in the Love or Wealth areas. Everything is connected. Focusing on one single goal may work, but at the expense of the rest of your life....
Let go of the idea of a uniform color scheme

EVERYTHING WHITE CAN BE HARMFUL

Use the Five Elements to decorate your Space: Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water.

I have seen many house where family members fight or feel isolated: when I go to there house, I notice all white and grey everywhere.

Or conversely, a strong red or a dark blue that does not support the client.... Beware of a uniform interior.
Feng Shui works in unexpected ways. It is a spiritual discipline. It follows the Tao.

Let's stay aware that life will serve us whatever it has in stock for us. Let's stay open to the Universe's synchronicities.
A perfect home does not exist

PERFECTION IS NOT REAL

A house is meant to be lived in, not just looked at. Don't decorate with materials and furniture that are too precious... You want to feel relaxed at home. So if your kids or cats love the sofa a little too much, that's OK. It just means the energy is good there.
Fix or throw away broken items

IN NEED OF REPAIR

Objects need to be in use or they should not be in your home. Do not save for later. Fix or throw away broken items. Mental clutter happens when we leave a lot of unfinished tasks everywhere.
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